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ABSTRACT
The spring up of new & emerging technologies brings a lot of
innovation opportunities for society, which enables technology
opportunities analysis attracts increasing attention by both
industry and academia recently. This study proposes a hybrid
approach which integrates topic modeling, sentiment analysis,
patent mining and expert judgment to identify technological topics
and the potential development opportunities. In order to illustrate
how the approach is validated and optimized, and to present its
potential to contribute technical intelligence for research and
development management, we apply the hybrid approach to
analyze a set of 9883 DII records that involved dye sensitized
solar cell research. The main contributions of this study include
three-fold. First, we distinguished the terms in the different parts
of DII patent documents when utilizing them to recognize
technical topics. Second, we utilized the terms extracted from the
Advantage and the Use part to identify topics on technical
problems and applications, and proposed a probability-based topic
relation measurement method to identify the relationships of the
technical problems and applications with the core sub-
technologies. Third, we introduced both topic modeling and
sentiment analysis to support technical topic analysis.
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1 Introduction
In the past, technological opportunities analysis (TOA) is highly
dependent on expert judgment[1]. However, the ambiguous and
uncertainness of new & emerging technologies (NETs) makes it
not easy for experts to reach a consensus for technological
forecasting[1]. In order to make up the drawback, Dr. Porter and
his team propose a semi-automatic approach that combines tech
mining and bibliometrics to generate intelligence on technologies

by mining the wealth of information available in public science,
technology and innovation (ST&I) database[2]. The approach is
well applied to facilitate technological opportunity identification
of NETs so as to provide objective basis for judgment. Since
patent data has more wealthy and high-quality technical
information than other ST&I data[3], many efforts have been made
to advance TOA method based on patent mining. However,
current studies mainly focus on exploring technical innovative
opportunities by extracting topic information on technologies
from patent content, few studies pays attention to mining
technology application opportunities. In fact, patent document not
only records technical novelties, details and advantages but also
describes uses of patented technology, which are valuable for
exploring technical application opportunities. As Derwent patents
describes technical detail, novelty, advantage and use respectively,
we attempts to recognize both technological topics and
application topics by mining intelligence separately from the
different parts of Derwent patent document. Topic modeling
method is introduced to recognize topics from patents and we
employed sentiment analysis, combined with the traditional
bibliometric indicators, to judge the value of topics from multi-
aspect. The hybrid method can not only quantitatively explain
whether the topics are hot or not, but also show the attitudes of
inventors towards the topics. Finally, we propose a probability-
based topic relation measurement method to link technological
topics with application topics, which is better for us to understand
application scenarios of identified technologies.

In sum, our study proposes a hybrid approach that combines
topic modeling and sentiment analysis to identify and forecast
technological opportunities. The study also presents a case
analysis for DSSC, which serves to illustrate how the approach is
validated and improved, and its potential to contribute technical
intelligence for research and development (R&D) management.
The main contributions include three folds: 1) exploring both
technical innovative opportunities and application opportunities
by mining different parts of Derwent patent document; 2)
integrating sentiment analysis and bibliometric indicators to judge
the value of topics from multi-aspect; 3) proposing a probability-
based topic relation measurement method to identify the
relationships of the applications with the core sub-technologies.
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2 Data And Methodology
In this paper, we use Derwent patent data to support the TOA. By
reading and analyzing the different parts of the DII abstracts, we
find that comparing to the Novelty, Detailed description and
Description of drawing(s) parts focusing on describing technical
novelties and details, the contents in the Use parts are more
emphases on describing where this technology can be applied. In
these regards, we firstly employ topic modeling method to
recognize both technological topics and application topics by
mining different parts of Derwent patent. Then, we integrate
sentiment analysis with the quantitative bibliometric assessment
methods to identify hot, valuable and potential technologies. The
sentiment analysis is employed to gauge the attitudes of domain
experts towards these topics. Finally, we propose a probability-
based topic relation measurement method to link the identified
technologies with their highly related applications, in order to
figure out promising applications for specific technologies.

2.1 Stage 1 - Data gathering and preprocessing
Our approach first involves collecting Derwent patents related to a
target NETs. We retrieve and download raw patent data from
Derwent Innovation Index (DII) database based on its batch
export function, and then import it into Vantagepoint software for
extracting terms from the specific features of Derwent patents,
including Abstract Use, Abstract Novelty, Abstract Detailed
description, Abstract Description of drawing(s) and Tech Focus.
Following that, we perform the term clumping process using the
ClusterSuite [program developed by J.J. O’Brien, with Stephen J.
Carley, at Georgia Tech –available at www.VPInstitute.org] to
clean data and remove meaningless terms[4]. And then, the terms
appearing only once are removed to improve operation efficiency.
Finally, the cleaned terms are prepared to support the following
analysis.

2.2 Stage 2 - Recognizing both technological topics
and application topics

First, we merge the keywords extracted from abstract novelty,
abstract detailed description, abstract description of drawing (s)
and tech focus, and then construct a “Document-Terms” matrices
as the base for generating technological topics. Meanwhile,
another “Document-Terms” matrices for generating application
topics is also constructed based on the keywords of Abstract Use.
Based on these matrices, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
method is employed to generate latent topics and the topic
distributions on patents because it has the best performance
among several topic modeling algorithms when dealing with
large-scale documents and interpreting latent topics[5][6]. we
determine the appropriate number of topics for LDA-based topic
modeling by calculating the perplexity[7], which is a popular
indicator to measure the quality of probability model. Finally,
according to the top keywords of each topics, engaging with
experts’ opinion, technological topics and application topics are
recognized respectively.

2.3 Stage 3 - Identifying hot and potential
technologies

The purpose of this stage is to identify hot and potential
technologies by extracting technological topics from patents using
the optimized model above and then assessing them from two
aspects: "quantity" and "quality". For judge their "quantity", we
mainly relied on the patent quantity indicators, including the
quantity basic indicator and the quantity growth indicator. For
judge their “quality”, we propose a sentiment-based indicator -
positive score, by utilizing sentiment analysis to gauge the attitude
of domain experts toward a technology. Based on the two aspects,
we set up a multi-dimensional evaluation system to
comprehensive assess technologies.

2.3.1 The “quantity” assessment Patent quantity is a common
indicator used to measure the attention received by a technology
because it reflects the R&D activity[1]. The patent quantity basic
indicator, representing by the total patent number, reflects the
overall attention received by a technology. And the patent
quantity growth indicator, usually measuring by the change rate of
patent number over time, presents the recent and even near future
concern degree of a technology.

Since the LDA model is a soft clustering method that assign
each document a topic distribution rather than a specific topic, we
cannot directly use the patent number to measure technical topics.
Instead, we took the total distribution weight (TDW), which was
measured by summing the probabilities of patents distribution on
a technological topic (Eq.(1)) (Jeong, et al.[5] to assess the overall
attention received by the technology.

1
Total distribution weight (TDW) of Topic k  , {1,2, , }

M

ik
i
w i M



  
(1)

Where ikw denotes the distribution probability of the
thi document on the topic k ， M denotes the total number of

documents in the corpus.
Similarly, we use the change rate of distribution weight

(CRDW) over time to measure the recent and even near future
concern degree of a technology(Chen, et al.[8]. The “Document-
Topic” distribution Matrix is firstly ranked by application years of
patent documents, as shown in Figure 2. Then we sum a group of
elements in a column that are associated with patents published in
the same year, and use the summation to present the annual
distribution weight (ADW) of a topic. Based on the ADW, we
calculate the CRDW indicator (Eq.(2)).

Figure 1: An example of a topic distribution matrix in
chronological order
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Where T
kADW stands for the annual distribution weight of

the topic k in the year T. Our study sets 2018 as the latest year for
calculation because the DII data of 2019 is incomplete due to the
time-lag of collection.

2.3.2 The "quality" assessment Evaluating technologies with
only the aid of patent quantity indicators may have some risks.
For example, there is one technology which has a large number of
patents with less novelty, while another has a few high-novelty
patents. In this situation, only using patent quantity to compare the
two technologies may lead to misjudgment. For this, we need the
judgments of domain experts to evaluate a technology’s real value.
Hence, we conduct a deep learning-based sentiment analysis over
the short sentence of patents to gauge the attitudes of domain
experts towards the technological topics[9][10][11]. First, we divide
the full text of patents into sentences, and randomly select 10% of
the sentences as the training set. Then, we assign them with a
sentiment polarity (positive or neutral) and label them manually
since there are seldom negative sentiment expressed in texts of
patents. Second, the short sentences in the training set are
segmented into words to form a corpus, and the word2vec of
Python was used to train it to construct the word vectors, using the
Continuous Bag-of-Word Model (CBOW). Third, we employ the
LSTM neural network model[12-14] to build the classifier using the
labelled short sentences in forms of the word vectors. When the
accuracy reach to a specific threshold (above 80%), we think this
classifier meet the requirements. Fifth, we apply the classifier to
judge the sentiment polarities of all the sentences, and then
calculate the positive score of a patent by counting the number of
sentences with positive polarity in the patent. Final, we use the
patent distribution on a topic to weight the positive scores of its
associated patents and calculate the average positive score (APS)
to reflect the common judgment of domain experts toward the
topic (Eq.(3)).

1
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Average positive score (APS) of Topic k = ,  (1, 2, , )
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(3)

Where ikw denotes the distribution probability of the
thi patent document on the topic k, ip denotes the positive scores

of the thi patent document, and M denotes the total number of
patent documents in the corpus.

2.3.3 The multi-dimensional evaluation system Based on the
“quantity” and "quality" assessment, particular technologies with
significant potential firstly rise to the surface with high values in
most or all indicators. Then, by comprehensive analyzing the total
distribution weight and the positive score, we can find the
technologies which is valuable but underestimated in the past.
Moreover, combing the change rate of distribution weight and the

positive score, the technologies which is hot recently but the value
still needs to be improved also can be identified.

2.4 Stage 4 – Exploring linkage between
technologies and applications

We propose a probability-based topic relation measurement
method to identify key relationships between technological topics
and application topics. The topic relation measurement method is
designed based on the assumption of LDA model that a document
is related to a small number of topics rather than only one. For
example, one document may associate a technological topic as
well as an application topic with two different possibilities, here
we present them as P(d=T) and P(d=A). Since our study
separately implement the LDA processes to generate
technological topics and application topics, it determines that the
P(d=T) and P(d=A) are independent to each other. Hence, the
possibility that the document is related to both the technological
topic and the application topic can be calculated as:

( ) ( ) ( )P d T A P d T P d A     (4)
We believe that the higher the possibility that two topics

associate the same documents, the closer the relationships
between these two topics. Based on the assumption, we propose
the following probability-based method to measure relationship
between topics (Eq.(5)).

1
Relation weight between Topic k and Topic n= ,  (1,2, , )

M

ki ni
i
w v i M



 
(5)

Where kiw denotes the probability that the thi patent

document associates the topic k, niv denotes the probability that

the thi patent document associates the topic n, ki niw v denotes the

probability of the thi patent document associates both the topic k
and the topic n, and M denotes the total number of patent
documents in the corpus.

Based on the method, we explore the connections between
technologies and the technical problems and applications.

3 Case Study

3.1 Raw Data Retrieval & Feature Extraction
We select dye sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) technique to
implement the case study since our group has developed
familiarities of this technology through a series of “tech mining”
analyses before. We introduce the search terms from our previous
research[15][16] and firstly retrieve 9,883 Derwent patents from
1991 to 2019. Then, we apply the VantagePoint software to
extract terms from the Title and the different parts of Abstract.
Through implementing the term clumping and cleaning[4], we
obtain 4802 terms in Title, 3892 terms in the Abstract Advantage,
3120 terms in the Abstract Use, and 5285 terms in the rest parts of
the Abstract, including the Abstract Novelty, Detailed description
and Description of drawing(s). Besides, we extract 4576 term
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from the Tech Focus of Derwent patents. To sum up, we obtain a
total of 8587 terms.

3.2 Identifying hot and potential technologies of
DSSCs

We recognize technological topics from the retrieved 9,883
Derwent patents of DSSCs. The optimized LDA model is firstly
applied to generate 50 latent topics. We remove two topics that
are hard to define, and then, with the experts’ judgment, we
combine the rest 48 topics and generate 27 technological topics.
Based on the identified technological topics, we measure the
extent of getting attentions of these topics from the two "quantity"
indicators: TDW and CRDW, and evaluate their potential value
using the "quality" indicator: APS. The methods of calculating the
three indicators are introduced in the methodology part. Table 1
lists the indicator value of these 27 topics and marks the indicators
greater than the average score.

Table 1: The Indicator Value Of The 27 Topics With The
Marks

Topic
Indicator value Mark

TDW CRDW APS TDW CRDW APS
Organic dye 706 67.0% 2.69 √ √ √

Graphene &
Carbon material 354 57.8% 2.56 √ √ √

Organic
polymeric
material

346 55.9% 2.95 √ √ √

TiO2 340 60.0% 2.48 √ √ √

Apparatus or
power supply
system
containing
DSSC

711 88.7% 2.44 √ √

Photoanode
modified
method

520 88.4% 2.36 √ √

Photoelectric
conversion layer 677 34.6% 2.61 √ √

Light absorption
layer 421 50.9% 2.64 √ √

Metal oxide
semiconductor
layer

392 33.3% 2.47 √ √

Glass type
sealing material 386 44.2% 2.52 √ √

Metal catalyst 385 46.6% 2.85 √ √

Polymer
electrolyte 497 55.4% 2.46 √

Structure of
solar cell 439 46.9% 2.23 √

Metal substrate 410 35.9% 2.30 √

Organic hole
transport
materials

179 98.2% 2.75 √ √

P-type/n-type
semiconductor 154 74.7% 2.51 √ √

Preparation of
nano materials 155 68.7% 2.35 √

Sulfide for
counter
electrode

141 88.9% 2.44 √

Electrode active
metal material 135 50.7% 2.52 √

Conductive
polymer 319 42.7% 2.26

Laminated solar-
cell module 284 42.3% 2.42

Transparent
conductive film 250 37.8% 2.45

Organic solvent
electrolyte 215 46.7% 2.35

Metal complex
dye 214 39.2% 2.21

Lonic liquid
electrolyte 204 51.8% 2.32

ZnO 187 45.4% 2.28
Metal oxide
semiconductor
particles

169 47.1% 2.38

Average Scores
of Indicator 340 55.5% 2.47

From Table 1, we can see that there are four technological
topics, including “Organic dye”, “Graphene & Carbon material”,
“Organic polymeric material” and “TiO2”, have the relative
higher scores of all the three indicators, which indicates that the
four technologies of DSSCs have always been concerned from the
past to the present, and their value have been recognized by most
DSSC researchers. Specifically, from the results we can clearly
see that the organic dye (706, 67.0%,2.69) has attracted more
attention than its substitute - metal complex dye (204, 51.8%,
2.32). It has been considered to be the most promising dye
sensitizer of DSSCs because of its characters of high molar
extinction coefficient, low cost, easy modification of molecular
and convenient synthesis[17]. Besides, “Graphene & Carbon
material” is a popular material of DSSC electrode, which has
advantage in low cost[18]. Moreover, graphene and carbon are also
very valuable materials to produce photoelectrode with high
surface area, which is beneficial for dye absorption[19]. “Organic
polymeric material” and “TiO2” are another two important and
promising basic materials for manufacturing DSSCs[20,21], and
particularly, the organic polymeric material has the highest APS
value.

Beyond that, we plot a TDW-APS two-dimensional scatter
diagram (as shown in Figure 2), where the upper area distributes
the technological topics with relative higher value and the right
area spread the topics drawing more attention. From Figure 2, we
discover that “Organic hole transport materials”, “P-type/N-type
semiconductor” and “Electrode active metal material” are three
valuable sub-technologies for advancing DSSCs, which were
underestimated in the past. It indicates that these technologies
have the potential to become new hotspots in DSSCs research in
the future and provide innovation opportunities for the evolution
of DSSC technology.
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Figure 2: The TDW-APS two-dimensional scatter diagram for
the technical topics of DSSCs

Besides, we also draw a CRTW-APS scatter diagram (as
shown in Figure 3) to help discover technical topics that draw
increasing attention and need to break through. As we can see
from the figure 3, four technologies, including “Apparatus or
power supply system containing DSSC”, “Sulfide for counter
electrode”, “Photoanode modified method”, and “Preparation of
nano materials” have been found in the lower right area.
“Apparatus or power supply system containing DSSC” is an
important application research of DSSCs. The rise of this research
topic indicates that DSSC technology is becoming mature and
move towards to commercialization. However, the relatively low
positive score implies that there are still some developmental
hurdles to overcome in the way of productization and
commercialization. Besides, “Sulfide for counter electrode” have
attracted much attention recently due to the unique physical and
chemical properties of sulfide such as high energy density and
strong optical properties[22]. Comparing to traditional Pt counter
electrode, sulfide counter electrode has advantages in low cost and
easy to prepare, however, its catalytic mechanism is not clear by
now and need further theoretical research and experiments to
discover more novel properties[23]. In addition, “Photoanode
modified method” and “Preparation of nano materials” are two
important sub-technologies of DSSC photoanode advancing
photoanode of DSSCs. The photoanode modified method can
reduce the interface impedance between anode and dye[24], and
improved nanostructures can obtain larger surface area and higher
porosity[24,25], which are all beneficial to advancing DSSC
photoanode technique and improving photoelectric conversion
efficiency of DSSCs. However, advancing DSSC anode technique
is the most complicated problem of DSSCs and still faces many
technical challenges, such as the contradiction between carrier
diffusion length and optical absorption efficiency that exists when
preparing nano materials[26].

Figure 3: The CRDW-APS two-dimensional scatter diagram
for the technical topics of DSSCs

3.4 Discovering key applications of DSSCs
linking with sub-technologies

We separately extract 3892 terms and 3120 terms from the
Advantage parts and the Use parts of the DSSC patent abstracts,
based on which we finally recognize 25 topics on applications1 of
DSSCs (shown in Table 2).

From the Table 2 and Figure 4, we can see that some sub-
technologies of DSSCs can be applied to the other kinds of
batteries, including fuel cell, lithium ion battery, silicon solar cell,
organic thin-film solar cell and CdTe/CIGS solar cell. Except
these, “Photosensor”, “Organic Light Emitting Diode (OLED)”
and “Building” have the highest weights2, which indicate that
these are likely to be the most potential applications of DSSCs in
the future. Moreover, the Figure 6 shows that the sub-technologies
of “Photoelectric conversion layer” and “Organic Dye” are both
have great application opportunities in the field of photosensor
and OLED, and “Organic hole transport materials” also can be
applied to OLED. Besides, “Apparatus or power supply system
containing DSSC” can be used to assist the construction of
energy-saving building[27], and it also could be applied to vehicle
and portable electronic devices, such as mobile telephone,
computer and calculator et al., as auxiliary power supply.

Beyond that, we discover some unexpected interesting
possible applications, including “Environment purification”,
“Drug delivery system” and “Drugs or cosmetics”. Specifically,
“Photoanode modified method” and “TiO2” technologies have
application opportunities in the field of “Environment
purification” because that the “Photoanode modified method”
focus on producing porous semiconductor nanomaterials which

1 We firstly generate 28 topics on applications and then remove three too
general topics which includes “Photovoltaic cells”, “Photo conversion
element”, and “Dye sensitized solar cell modules”.
2 In the Table 2, “Photocatalyst film”, “Sensitizing dye”, “Carbon counter
electrode” and “Polymer electrolyte” are the topics on the component
technologies of DSSCs.
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have advantages in absorbing harmful substances from water and
air, and similarly, the porous TiO2 also can be used to purifying
environment[28]. Besides, the “Photoanode modified method” and
“TiO2”, as well as “Preparation of nano materials” have another
application possibility - “Drug delivery system”. TiO2 and some
other nano materials can be used as a drug carrier for drug
delivery, and the TiO2 is considered to be a potential
photodynamic therapy material recently[29,30]. In addition,
“Organic polymeric material”, which is an important composition
of polymer electrolyte of DSSCs, is also a potential technology to
be applied in the field of “Drug or cosmetics”, where it is useful
for the therapeutic and/or cosmetic use of skin diseases.

Table 2: The Topics On The Applications Of DSSCs’ Sub-
Technologies

No. Topics TDW No. Topics TDW

1 Fuel cell/lithium
ion batter 385 14 Display device 149

2 Photosensor 343 15 Solid-state
DSSC 133

3 Photocatalyst
film 332 16 Polymer

electrolyte 130

4 OLED 298 17

Organic
photoelectric
conversion
element

113

5 Building 295 18 Drug delivery
system 107

6 Silicon solar
cell 244 19

Biosensor/elect
rochemical
sensor

105

7 Sensitizing dye 239 20 CdTe/CIGS
solar cell 105

8 Photoelectric
transducer 205 21 Vehicle 103

9 Sealing
application 198 22

Portable
electronic
product

102

10 Carbon counter
electrode 192 23

Gas/humidity/
molecule
sensor

98

11 Environment
purification 187 24 Drugs or

cosmetics 85

12 Organic thin-
film solar cell 174 25 Image sensors 84

13
Adhensive/coati
ng/packaging
material

159

Figure 4: The applications linking to the sub-technologies of
DSSCs

4 Conclusion
There are three main contributions in our study. First, we
identified both technological topics and application topics by
mining different parts of Derwent patent. Second, we propose a
probability-based topic relation measurement method to link the
technical applications with the core technologies of NETs. By
doing so, more detailed information can be exploited to assist in
discovery of important and potential application opportunities.
Third, we introduce sentiment analysis to support topic
assessment and construct a multi-dimensional evaluation system
to identify potential innovation opportunities from both the
"quantity" and "quality" aspects. It enables more scientific and
comprehensive evaluation, reducing the probability of
misjudgment[31].

There are also some parts should be improved in the further.
First, the performance of the LDA model on recognizing topics
from short texts should be validated. Thus, in next step we can
employ several candidate topic modeling methods to select the
optimal model. Second, the proposed probability-based topic
relation measurement method can only identify links between
topics from a quantitative perspective, but cannot reveal how
these topics correlated with each other. The “Subject-Action-
Object” (SAO) semantic analysis has advantage in exploring
semantic relationship between topics[32], so how to integrate
semantic analysis with our method to profile in-depth
relationships between topics is another future work of our study.
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